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The following functions are included on a standard basis in CIS mobile: 
 

In general 
 

Functions Standard 

Login in German, French, Italian, English, Hebrew, 

Japanese or Chinese  

Defining of the data content order (standard and add 

on’s)  

Hiding of the data contents that are not required 
 

Automatic assignment of the customer to the attributed 

field worker  

Customer quick search within the attributed customers 

by means of postcode, city, name1, name2 of the client  

Customer search within all the customers by means of 

name, postcode, city and country  

Displaying of the customer’s location on the map (Google 

maps)  

Displaying of all assigned customer’s new orders 
 

Displaying of the last shown customer 
 

Displaying of text with up to date commercial data 

retrieved from SAP ERP  
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Functions Standard 

Performance statistics of all the customers (turnover 

trend, customer classification)  

Search of material by description or material number 
 

Creation of a pdf document containing all the individual 

pages  

Sending per e-mail of the created pdf to the user’s e-mail 
 

Displaying of the overview per material’s item 
 

 
 
 
 

Per connected user 
 

Functions Standard 

Calendar function with displaying of contacts 
 

Creating, deleting, rescheduling and modifying contacts 

directly over the calendar  

Automatic transmission of the calendar entries to the 

Hosted Exchanged Server (Outlook)  
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Per selected customer 
 

Functions Standard 

Displaying of the master customer data  
 

Displaying and modifying of master data classification 
 

Displaying of key figures (incoming orders, turnover, 

number of orders) based on the CIS information 

structure retrieved from the SAP ERP 
 

Displaying of key figures (order entry, turnover, number 

of positions) based on query out of the BW  

Creating, displaying, modifying and delating of the 

contact person  

Displaying of the partner functions 
 

Displaying of complaints 
 

Displaying of rabate agreements 
 

Displaying of contacts 
 

Displaying of long texts customer 
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Functions Standard 

Displaying of the stored documents and uploading of 

other documents  

Displaying of the consignment or returnable packaging 

stock  

Displaying of equipment and related service orders 
 

Creating, modifying and displaying of the 

activities(contacts, telephone calls, etc.)  

Creating, modifying, displaying and printing of the 

quotations  

Creating, modifying and displaying of orders 
 

Simualtion of pricing and availability 
 

Displaying of purchasing’s material frequency 
 

Displaying of overdue items 
 

Displaying of figures retrieved from the accounting 

system, per year, period, document  
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Add On’s 

There are currently 48 add on’s in the whole CIS mobile. The table therunder gives you 

an overview of the actual possible enhancement options. You can programmate the 

add on’s yourselves or ask us for a quotation according to your needs. 

As regards to some add on’s, some examples are already included in the CIS mobile. 

 

Possible enhancement options 

Integration of reports retrieved from SAP ERP 

Integration of Web queries retrieved from the BW ont he reports’ overview 

2 add on's on the entry page 

7 add on's on the customer’s overview 

3 add on's when displaying the contacts 

5 add on's when displaying quotations (header) 

6 add on's when displaying quotations (position) 

6 add on’s when displaying material 

5 add on's when displaing orders (head) 
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Possible enhancement options 

6 add on's when displaying orders (position) 

4 add on's when displaying item overview 

4 add on's when displaying the account overview 

Preventing the displaying of certains conditions (for ex. VPRS and margin) 

 


